
Glückspilze selbst gebastelt
Instructions No. 1393

Difficulty: Beginner

Working time: 30 Minutes

Toadstools are considered lucky charms and are therefore always a beautiful decoration. Especially in autumn the self-made
decoration objects are a very pretty eye-catcher.

Tinkering with luck is very easy!

Prepare the base plate
First the decorative sign, which serves as a stand plate for the decoration, is painted in moss green. -As soon as the plate is
dry, a suitable piece of dry plugging compound is attached to it with hot glue and covered with plate moss. -Now you can
decorate the base plate by pulling a check ribbon through the holes and tying it into a bow.

Paint mushroom hats
The polystyrene bells are primed with red paint on the outside and beige paint on the inside. Next, the white dots of the
mushrooms are painted on the dried paint and after drying, they are painted with fine Structure Paste .



The mushrooms get that special something by finishing the contours and edges with black, setting shadows.

Tinker mushroom stems
Figure wire is cut into pieces of unequal length. For the large mushrooms, glue two wires together with hot glue and pull the
wide Knitted tube over them. For the small mushrooms it is sufficient to use a single wire which is pushed into the narrow
Knitted tube 

With hot glue the figure wire is fixed in the bells and put into the moss bed, while decoratively bent into shape.

Modelling fun for young and old: shaping mushrooms
Autumnal mushrooms are a great project for all those who want to make their first attempts at modelling. The mushrooms
succeed with air-drying Modelling clay. After drying, they are simply painted with beige, red and white Handicraft paint .

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/soft-clay-1-5-kg-a17807/


Must Have

Article information:

Article number Article name Qty

560085-69 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBeige 1

133296 Handicraft scissors "Hobby" 1

970020 VBS Side cutter 1

120371-10 VBS Flat brush "Easy-Brush"Size 10/10 mm 1

131056 VBS Plastic spatula, 5 parts 1

416221-30 Check tape, 10mRed 1

560085-80 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlWhite 1

560085-70 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlBlack 1

602471 Polystyrene figure Bell, 7 cm 3

560085-57 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlMoss Green 1

560085-30 VBS Craft paint, 50 mlRed 1

842242 VBS Acrylic Structure Paste "Fine grain" 1

658034-02 Knitted tube, 22 Needles/Ø 3,0 cmWhite 1

607148 Plate moss, 50 g 1

601399 Dry-Flower arrangement foam, 2 pieces 1

669092 Decoration sign "Classic", MDF wood 1

650380 Figure wire, Ø 6 mm 1

Polystyrene figure Bell, 9 cm

1,59 €
 Item

details
Quantity:

1

Add to shopping cart

https://www.vbs-hobby.com/en/polystyrene-figure-bell-9-cm-a22741/
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